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Abstract. This chapter discusses the application of some of the technologies of
the adaptive web to the problem of providing information for healthcare con-
sumers. The particular issues relating to this application area are discussed, in-
cluding the goals of the communication, typical content of a user model, and
commonly used techniques. Two case studies are presented, and evaluation ap-
proaches considered.

15.1 Introduction

So far this book has looked at some of the techniques that have been developed for the
adaptive web, focusing on how we model the user, and how we use that information in
adapting the user’s experience. In this chapter we show how some of these ideas apply
to one particular application area: the provision of information to consumers of health
care.

In recent years the way in which people are involved in their own health care has
changed dramatically [47]. While, in the past, the almost exclusive source of informa-
tion was the medical staff directly concerned with the provision of care, nowadays the
Internet and the World Wide Web have provided new opportunities for a new generation
of users, the “health information consumers”. These have been defined by organisations
like the American Medical Informatics Association as people who seek information on
various aspects related to health and well being, like health promotion, disease preven-
tion, management of long term conditions, and so on. Health information consumers are
therefore not only patients, but also their family and friends, or simply people concerned
about health.

An increasing number of people are now using the Internet to support their health-
care [58], and the amount of information available on the Web continues to grow. The
information needs of healthcare consumers are different from those of the members of
the healthcare team (see [59, 53, 28] for some examples of research in health infor-
mation systems aimed at health care providers). For example, patient-oriented health
information systems may include providing information to promote patient choice, in-
formed consent, self-care and shared patient-doctor decision-making (e.g., [46]). Pro-
viding such health information via adaptive web-based systems offers new possibilities
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for pursuing public health objectives like providing knowledge and inducing behaviour
change. Furthermore, recent studies have shown that web-based interventions (to pro-
vide knowledge and induce behavior change) can have more impact than non web-based
interventions [73]. This includes increased knowledge about conditions and treatment,
increased participation in health and more uptake of behaviour changes. In addition,
sites that pointed readers to relevant, individually tailored material reported longer ses-
sion times per web-visits and more visits.

There is also evidence that decontextualised, impersonal and generic health infor-
mation, as typically found on the Internet, has less impact than health information tai-
lored to the individual, at least in some situations (e.g., [3, 49, 18, 69, 70, 68]).

There has therefore been much interest in how we can design systems capable of
tailoring information to the health care consumer, and exploiting the great potential to
enhance health information and education through web delivery – applying ideas from
adaptive web-based presentations and adaptive hypermedia to the problem of providing
users with relevant, appropriate, understandable, and potentially persuasive information
relating to their needs. There are particular issues in this area to be aware of, focusing
now on patients as our main healthcare consumer.

First, we need to consider some of the goals of patient information and education.
Patient information may be intended to inform, to enable decision-making or to per-
suade. We may, for example, want to: inform the user about their condition or about the
side-effects of their treatment; give them enough information to enable them to take an
active role in the decision-making concerning whether or not to have surgery; or per-
suade the patient to improve their diet. Persuading the user of a course of action may be
part of encouraging patient compliance (or adherence) – we may want to encourage and
motivate them to go along with the treatment regime proposed and take the necessary
actions.

Whatever the objective of a healthcare communication, different patients have dif-
ferent individual needs. A good healthcare professional will recognise this and adjust
the content and level of verbal information to the patient’s perceived needs (both infor-
mational and emotional) and their level of understanding. He or she may also ensure
that the language employed is both understandable and appropriate for a specific pa-
tient, remembering that, first, most patients are not medical experts, and, second, they
might already be under considerable cognitive load and stress due to the situation.

This contrasts with current written sources of information (e.g., leaflets and web-
sites) which are normally targeted at the typical patient, not at the individual. Yet written
information is also of vital importance in healthcare communication. Verbal messages
are often forgotten, while written information is there for reference, and potentially pro-
vides a shared information source for patient, family and friends. Recognising this, for
example, a genetic counselor will always provide patients or carers a one- to two-page
letter summarising the information that was given to them verbally during the consul-
tation [4].

Given the need for personalised or tailored information and the benefits of written
sources, many researchers have explored how we can automatically adapt the content of
healthcare messages to the patient (or more generally, to the user). Information may be
delivered through printed leaflets, online via adaptive websites, or through phone/text
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messages. Similar methods of content adaptation can often be applied whatever the
means of delivery. Conversely, while there are some peculiarities in each application
area, general techniques for adaptive content presentation on the web apply whatever
the domain. These general techniques are well described in, for example, Chapter 13 of
this book [17]). In this chapter we will therefore concentrate on the issues that specifi-
cally arise in healthcare information.

First, we must take seriously issues of privacy, security and trust. Patients are un-
likely to use a system where their personal medical details are potentially accessible by
others. Furthermore, they need to trust the source of information. Second, in healthcare
information, we are not just concerned with informing and educating, but also with the
patient’s emotional state and attitude (e.g., [3, 43, 35]). We have to take account of the
patient’s emotional needs and their willingness to accept and commit to change. An
effective communication is not the one that is merely learned and remembered, but the
one that enables the patient to talk about their problems and come to decisions or accep-
tance concerning their medical problems [55]. Finally, there may be an issue of control:
i.e., patients may want to be able to control what information a system has about them
and know how it is being used.

The rest of this chapter will look first at what we may be trying to achieve in person-
alised health communication, then at the user model (e.g., the attributes of the patient to
whom the system is adapting the information) and at techniques that can be used to pro-
duce personalised healthcare information. Two case studies will be given, illustrating
the range of applications and techniques. We will then look in detail at how person-
alised health care communication systems can be evaluated, and in particular whether
evaluation methodologies from the medical domain can be usefully applied.

15.2 Health Education Goals

Before looking at how we personalise health materials, it is worth considering why in
more detail. While different health professionals have different perspectives on this,
two objectives are frequently discussed. The first objective is to support the patient in
making decisions about their treatment (shared of course with the health professional
team):

The overriding goal of patient education should be to support the patient’s au-
tonomous decision-making, not (as it has been conceptualized) to get patients
to follow doctor’s orders. [62]

The second objective often discussed is compliance (i.e., following the prescribed treat-
ment and care plan). Compliance is a very important problem in health care, with many
implications, both medical and socio-economical. It is estimated, for example, that in
the European Union between 2% and 20% of the medical prescriptions never get to the
pharmacy, and that about 125,000 deaths and 5-10% hospitalisations per year can be
attributed to lack of compliance. Compliance might be achieved by a number of ways
(e.g., [40]), and, conversely, non-compliance might be explained by a number of factors.
For example, compliance has been shown to be correlated to the patient’s understanding
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of their condition and prescribed treatment (e.g., [30, 42]). Indeed, some patients need
to understand the rationale for their treatment, and why it will work. For example, they
may need to understand what a specific drug does. They might also need to understand
why and how their own actions (e.g., exercise, taking medication) are necessary for
success. With this understanding, they are more likely to follow the treatment regime
recommended. But understanding alone is not enough. Patients also need to be commit-
ted to the treatment, and this may require convincing them of its necessity, by ensuring
they both understand and truly believe the consequences of failing to follow a specific
treatment (which might include a change of lifestyle). Finally, patients are more likely
to follow a treatment or advice if they trust it and its prescriber.

Compliance with the doctor’s treatment plan and autonomous decision making by
the patient are sometimes presented as opposing points of view. However it seems more
likely that both perspectives should be supported. It is not always appropriate to leave
the patient to make the decisions, and they will often not want that role, while they may
want to participate in the decision-making. Note also that patients might be more likely
to comply to a treatment if they were involved in its choice.

Depending on the objective, different types of information might be provided to
a patient. Where treatment choice is an issue, patients may receive background infor-
mation about their conditions (e.g., what causes it if it is known, its symptoms, its
consequences, what can be done about it), and specific information about the alter-
native treatments and why a particular one is more appropriate for them. For patients
with chronic disorders (e.g., asthma, diabetes), appropriate information might include
information that helps them manage their own care effectively, and that provides ad-
vice as to when to call out a health professional. In addition, there are today broader
time-independent health promotion objectives, addressed to groups or the population at
large, as opposed to an individual at a particular point in time. For a healthier society
we want to promote a good diet, exercise, stopping smoking, avoiding direct exposure
to the sun, and so on. While these are almost universally recognised goals, they may
be more effectively achieved by addressing the individual – by personalising the advice
and the information, e.g. [18, 70].

While supporting choice and promoting a particular course of action are perhaps
the easiest health education goals to characterise, much of the information giving in
healthcare has a less explicit objective. With more appropriate and understandable in-
formation, patients will usually feel more in control. If they know what will happen
next, which health professionals will be managing their care, and how they should pre-
pare for any treatment, then their anxiety is likely to be reduced. Anxiety and stress
reduction is therefore another important objective in health education, but a difficult
one to get right. Where patients have a poor prognosis, it is particularly difficult to get a
balance between sensitivity and openness, and one that a machine is unlikely to achieve.

Currently most patient information is provided verbally or through leaflets, with
an increasing number of patients turning to the web for further information [58] and
an increasing numbers of health information websites (e.g., [13, 14, 12]). A typical
website or leaflet will focus on a particular condition, and give general information, in-
formation about diagnosis, and information about treatment, including any options and
alternatives and any actions that the patient can take to help themselves. These existing
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resources are very much disease centred. They are not tailored to the patient’s specific
needs and knowledge. As a result they can sometimes be confusing or overwhelming
to a patient. Adaptive and personalisation techniques open the way to more patient-
centred sources of information and potentially more effective means of achieving the
health education goals described above.

Effective health education is not just about making life better for the healthcare con-
sumer, but it is also about making the process more efficient, using the available money
and resources as effectively as possible and potentially saving our governments’ money
(e.g., [45]). By providing means for the patient (and their carers) to obtain information
outside a doctor or hospital visit, there is a possibility to move some of the health care
services to the home or the community. If care is to be shared between health profession-
als, community and patients, then each must have an appropriate level of understanding
of the medical issues, as well as who to call when. If this is done effectively there is the
potential to make better use of specialist expertise, and save on unnecessary hospital
visits. Being able to automatically create personalised communications appropriate to
context and need may prove to be a vital part of this process.

15.3 The User Model

Having briefly reviewed some of the objectives of patient education, we can turn back
to how we can adapt health information to a patient, taking into account the particular
goals that health professionals recognise as being important for that patient. In this
section, we briefly discuss what needs to be captured in a user model in order to provide
tailored information that achieves the objectives discussed above.1

First, it will usually be necessary to acquire and capture factual information about
the patient, their condition, current treatments, and so on. This information may be
available in the patient record (e.g., [20]). It is thus possible (and relatively easy) to
produce patient-centred information by starting with the information available from
their record. Just this amount of tailoring is likely to be an improvement over a general
health education leaflet that is typically disease-centric and does not take into account
a patient’s particular characteristics. For example, instead of including information re-
lated to all possible treatments for a condition, a patient-centric information system (or
leaflet) may only contain information about treatments relevant to the patient. Similarly,
if we know that the patient is being treated by a particular consultant in a specific hos-
pital, the information might include whom to contact where, how to get to the hospital,
where to park, information about visitor’s hours, etc. In other words, it is possible to
produce one coherent, concise and practical information source containing all the in-
formation that is important and relevant to the patient, and that he or she is likely to
seek.

It is worth mentioning practical issues in using the patient record. There are of
course major security and privacy issues when accessing this confidential information,

1 We address in this chapter issues specific to patient oriented health information systems. For
general overviews of user models for educational systems and personalised information ac-
cess, see Chapters 1 [15] and 2 [31] of this book.
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and using the patient record for web-based systems is still problematic. Typically web-
based systems use more limited information on the patient’s health obtained through an
online questionnaire. Or, when they use more extensive data, they rely on a password
based authentication. This is however likely to be insufficient in many cases, and it is
expected that smart cards, private keys, or encryption will be increasingly used [6]. (See
Chapter 21 of this book [44] for a discussion of issues related to privacy and security.)

Health education also shares the characteristics of traditional education in that it
must be delivered at a level that will be understood by the individual concerned, taking
into account at least the patient’s literacy, medical and otherwise. (See Chapter 1 of this
book [15]).

Most crucially, however, as well as information about the user’s medical conditions
and treatment, health education systems may need to take into account more complex
factors, such as the patient’s current mental and emotional state, their ability to make
decisions and perform complex actions, or their acceptance of their disease. This is the
case, for example, if the patient has just received news about a life-threatening disease,
and his or her ability to absorb information may be impaired. In other cases, health
education may be about changing attitudes and behavioural change – for example, a
reason for providing information may be to convince patients to change their diet, to
stop smoking or to start exercising. In these cases, then, the patients’ motivation level,
their willingness to accept treatment or make changes, as well as their desires and in-
tentions all become important. It thus seems at least plausible that adapting materials
to some of these factors will make written and online materials more effective. This in
fact has already been shown, as discussed earlier, e.g., [18, 69, 70, 68].

So, the user model for a health education or health promotion system will very of-
ten include the information obtainable from the patient record, but may also include a
whole range of cognitive factors, such as the ones mentioned above (e.g., current under-
standing, motivation and anxiety). The user model may capture factors related to dif-
ferent personality types (which might provide insight, for example, as to how a patient
is likely to deal with change or bad news in different ways – e.g., [35]). This aspect is
what makes the provision of healthcare information a challenge. In tackling this task, it
is sensible to ground the user model and the information adaptation on well established
behavioural theories. One example of such theories is the Stages of Change Model, or
Trans-Theoretical Model [61]. The model assumes that people progress through very
distinct stages of change on their way to improve health:

1. precontemplation: people at this stage see no problem with their behavior and have
no intention of changing it. They mainly lack information, in the sense that they
have not been presented yet with any convincing reason to change their behaviour.
Often people are not very open to receiving advice.

2. contemplation: in this stage, people come to understand their problem, its causes,
and start to think about taking action to solve it, but have no immediate plans. This
is a delicate stage, as there is always the risk to miss the opportunity, and go back
to precontemplation, because of laziness or old influences.

3. preparation: people are planning to take an action, and are putting together a plan,
but have not taken any step yet. This is a sort of transition stage between the de-
cision to act and the action itself. Often one of the causes of going back to a pre-
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vious stage is that the plan is too ambitious, and the life style change planned is
too drastic.

4. action: people are actually in the process of actively making behaviour changes.
The concern here is to pay attention to negative emotions: anger, depression, anxi-
ety, apathy, insecurity, etc., in order to prevent relapse.

5. maintenance: health behaviour continued on a regular basis. The state is more stable
than the action one, but there is always the possibility of relapse.

6. (termination) at this stage, the former problem no longer presents any temptation
or threat. Many people never reach this stage.

In addition to providing a classification of the user, the model suggests strategies for
recognising and dealing with each stage of change, in terms of the information that
should be presented at each stage.

For example, the precontemplator needs to identify the problem in the first place, so
one may provide information on related problems. It is also likely that precontemplators
have misconceptions about the consequences of their actions, so one should assess prior
knowledge and clarify misunderstandings. On the other hand, those in the “action” stage
mainly need to get things going, by means of tips and strategies to maintain and enhance
their commitment. They need reinforcement too, and encouragement.

User models containing this kind of information have indeed already been used. For
example, systems generating patient education with the goal of achieving behaviour
change (e.g., diet, smoking) have captured patients’ attitude towards a specific change,
exploiting the stages of change model [70, 64].

A user model in a health application can thus be quite complex. This leads to the
question of how we obtain and update such a user model. Using the medical record is
easy, and changes in the patient’s treatments is generally reflected in changes in their
record. However, the patients’ record may not always be available to the health infor-
mation system. In such cases, we need other ways to obtain the appropriate attributes of
the patient. This of course provides a number of challenges. For some attributes it might
be possible to let the patient fill in a simple questionnaire, but more thought is needed
when considering how to capture some of the more subtle aspects that might support
effective information provision (e.g., patients’ personality, mental and emotional state).

There are however various instruments that can be used here (mostly standardised
questionnaires) which can be applied to ascertain personality type, stage of change,
anxiety level, and so on. While these instruments may be seen as moderately intrusive
and as potentially not always leading to accurate results, they are already used suc-
cessfully in on-line health diagnostic and intervention applications, for example to treat
depression using Cognitive Behavior Therapy (e.g., [21, 23]). One approach then is to
use these existing tools to populate the user model of an accompanying health informa-
tion system, which can then exploit this information to provide the patient with relevant
information about their condition.

Increasingly, researchers are also investigating new, less intrusive, methods for cap-
turing some characteristics of the user, in particular emotional state and stress/anxiety
levels, such as by the use of physiological sensors (e.g., [60, 71, 19]). However, these
are still at early stages of research, mostly applied to the domains other than healthcare,
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and it is as yet unclear whether or how we can use these measures reliably outside of
the experimental situation.

Finally, obtaining the attributes of the patient at one point in time is not enough.
Having acquired details of the patient’s current state and stored them in a user model,
a system needs to be able to monitor the patient’s state and update these details as their
state changes. As health education is often about changing the patient’s mental state
(e.g., their beliefs, attitudes, anxiety, etc.), a system needs to be able to monitor these
as well as the attributes related to their health problem. By monitoring the user and
updating the model the system can both provide more appropriate and timely informa-
tion, and also assess the effectiveness of its past interventions. For certain physiological
attributes it is now possible to use small wearable monitoring devices to achieve this,
providing a constantly updated model. However, in general these issues are still research
challenges.

15.4 Techniques for Adaptation

As discussed previously, the goals of healthcare communication can be quite varied,
including persuading the patient to take an action, enabling them to manage their care,
supporting informed shared decision-making between patients and health professionals,
and reducing stress and anxiety. From a broader perspective, the goal is to provide the
patient with information that is relevant to their condition and to their situation, which
enables them to understand and take control of their condition at a level appropriate to
them. The specific goals will then depend on the patient and their situation, while their
mental and medical state and the practical situation will influence how information can
be best selected and presented to be most effective.

Having reviewed the goals, we also need to consider the nature of the communica-
tion itself. Many projects have simply generated personalised materials (leaflets or sim-
ple websites, e.g., [38, 64, 20]), where the content and style of the material is adapted
to the user, but the interaction style is fixed and simple. Personalised email or text mes-
sages have also been used [48], but again with little dynamic interaction with the user.
While recognising that the interaction or dialogue style may be important, in particular
to acquire and maintain the user model, we focus here mostly on how content is se-
lected, adapted and presented to the patient, given a user model. Indeed, techniques for
adapting the information that is generated are similar whether a system is interactive or
not. Dialogue issues are taken up in more detail when we discuss the HOMEY project
[39] as a case study in the next section.

The most common techniques employed to produce tailored text-based material are
based on Natural Language Generation (NLG)2. In the health domain, several projects
have used these techniques to generate adapted primarily text-based material (e.g.,
[54, 65, 20]). NLG techniques are concerned with the automatic production of coherent
and appropriate textual documents from structured data [50, 51, 63]. They have also
been applied in recent years to the generation of appropriate and coherent multimodal

2 The reader is also referred to Chapter 13 of this book [17] for some techniques for adaptive
content presentation on the web.
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documents (e.g., [2, 29, 24] and hypertext presentations (e.g.,[26, 56, 25]). Broadly,
these techniques are divided into planning what to say (content) and deciding how to
express it once there is a message to express. Planning what to say usually starts with
communicative goals (e.g., persuade the hearer/reader to take some action, inform the
hearer/reader of a fact or situation). The content planning process typically uses domain
information from a database or knowledge base, and information about the user (from
the user model/profile). The process thus selects information to present and organises it
into a coherent whole. The output of this process is a sequence of primitive messages
(e.g., informing the hearer/reader of a simple fact) which, given the user model, should
achieve the communicative goal. Given a sequence of primitive messages, the question
then arises as to how they should be expressed. For example, the following questions
must be addressed: Should each fact constitute one sentence, or should they be con-
joined? Should facts be announced bluntly or in a more indirect way? Should they be
presented formally or less formally? What specific words and constructions should be
used? Adapting this stage to the user may be as important as adapting the content and
organisation of the information in healthcare communication, where the emotional state
(and cultural status) of the user are important.

While natural language techniques remain important, health education and infor-
mation provision has recently become of wide interest (see, for example, a number of
workshops and symposia related to this topic – e.g., [9, 34, 1]), and other techniques
have been investigated in healthcare communication for both health care providers
and consumers. These include speech (for example the generation of voice messages
over the telephone, e.g., [33], as is briefly described below), search and summarisation
(e.g., [52, 28]), hypermedia and virtual reality (c.f. [34]) and Embodied Conversational
Agents (ECA), e.g., [8].

15.5 Case Studies

Having introduced some of the issues and techniques in personalised patient informa-
tion, we can turn to two specific projects that have made use of these techniques in
practical applications. The first project illustrates how fairly simple patient-centred ma-
terials can be generated given a patient record. The second project is more ambitious,
providing adaptive advice in the context of a multi-modal dialogue.

15.5.1 Personalised Information for Patients with Cancer

The first case study (Piglit) is a project concerned with creating personalised materi-
als (online and written) for patients undergoing treatment for diabetes [11] and cancer
[20]. The main goal of the project has been to provide materials that are patient cen-
tred, and which allow the patient to quickly access additional materials of interest. The
techniques used have been generally simple, but the systems and approaches produced
have been thoroughly evaluated with many patients.

In this project the patient’s medical record is used as the main source of infor-
mation about the patient. While there are many formats for computerised records, it
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will hold information on, at least, the patient’s medical conditions and treatments. The
Piglit project provided patients with online access to this record, with hyperlinks al-
lowing access to explanatory information about their conditions and treatment. These
explanatory pages were generated dynamically from a simple knowledge base of medi-
cal information, used in combination with information from the patient record, allowing
the explanations to be geared to the patient’s likely information needs.

Figure 1 illustrates an example page of information for a patient with prostate can-
cer. Italicised terms were hyperlinks taking the patient to more general, but hopefully
relevant information about their condition.

Donald Demo: Prostate Cancer

According to your record, you are being treated
for this problem.

Your prostate cancer is described in medical

words as a 

prostate gland, and had affected the capsule
The cancer was sited in the left lobe of your

seminal vesicle was affected by the tumour.

Your cancer was staged according to the 

System as T3.

BACK

grade 2+3, 

TNM

surrounding it. It is also possible that your

Start
Back to STOP HELP

adenocarcinoma.

Fig. 15.1. Personalised Health Information linked to Medical Record

This system used simple planning methods from natural language generation to de-
termine content. These techniques were used to plan what to say given a topic (e.g.,
prostate cancer) and a particular patient record. A simple knowledge base contained the
facts about conditions, treatments, and other relevant medical concepts, and this could
be exploited to generate pages of information.

The system was evaluated in a large randomised controlled trial (see section on
evaluation) [41], which compared the personalised version with a general information
system providing very similar information, and with standard leaflets. Patients using the
computer used a touch screen system located in a room in the cancer centre where they
were receiving treatment. They also received printouts of the information presented in
their session. 525 patients participated in the study. Questionnaires were used to gauge
the patients views of the system, and also to assess their anxiety levels (before and after
the intervention). Statistical analysis of the results was done to compare personalised vs
non personalised and computer vs leaflet.

The results showed that the patients receiving the personalised book were (at a
statistically significant level) more likely to think they had learned something new
(p = 0.02) and that the information was relevant (p = 0.03), and were more likely
to show the information to family and friends (p = 0.035). However, this is perhaps not
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surprising as they received information about their own specific conditions/treatment
not available to the group receiving general information. Unexpectedly, we found that
patients with personalised information showed better improvement in anxiety over three
months than those with more general information, despite receiving information on their
condition that might be worrying. Three months after the intervention 37% of patients in
the general computer information group were still anxious compared with only 19% in
the personal information group, with the intervention a significant predictor of anxiety
level (p = 0.001).

15.5.2 Personalised Home Monitoring to Support Continuity of Care

Our second case study is concerned with the needs of chronic patients, such as Hy-
pertension or Diabetes patients. For these patients, the main objective of a health care
system is to ensure compliance to the therapeutic and lifestyle regime over long term
periods. In hypertensive patients, for example, it is crucial to maintain a healthy lifestyle
(in terms of nutrition habits, doing exercise, stopping smoking and so on), and also to
carefully monitor blood pressure, heart rate and weight. Frequent visits to the cardiovas-
cular unit would be highly beneficial, both to keep the doctors updated with the patient’s
situation and to reinforce the health promotion message to the patient. However, this is
difficult to implement, both because of the lack of resources from the hospital, and be-
cause of the tendency for patients, especially from long term patients, to relax their
attendance to the meetings.

We describe one solution to this problem, as proposed by the HOMEY project [7,
33, 39]3, that developed a system able to efficiently communicate with the patient and
to improve the information flow between patients and medical staff. The aim is to allow
patients to use the system to communicate as frequently as possible their test results to
their care team, while the system has the opportunity to enquire about lifestyle changes,
and update the patient’s record. The medical staff read the updates, and possibly make
new recommendations, which in turn are stored in the system and passed to the patient
at the next contact. In order to achieve this, the system makes use of natural language
dialogue technology.

Many dialogue systems are based on a “scripted conversation” approach. This
means that the main structure of the dialogue is fixed once and for all by the dialogue
designer, in order to have control of what can happen in the dialogue. While this is sim-
ple and effective for very focussed applications (like telephone banking), it becomes
rapidly expensive and too inflexible for complex situations, where there are many ob-
jectives to take into account and a very large domain knowledge, like the medical do-
main. In these situations, sophisticated “intelligent” dialogue systems are more appro-
priate. The HOMEY system is based on intelligent dialogue technology, and is able to
manage a conversation with a patient, adapted to the patient’s needs, preferences, and
clinical history, but also taking into account the physician’s goals. The system supports
multimodal input and output, combining the generation of dynamic HTML pages and

3 This is a project funded by the European Community in the programme “Health Care for
Citizens” (5th Framework, Project No. IST-2001-32434). The project started in 2001 and was
completed in 2004.
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VoiceXML [72] sentence fragments. This allows the user to contact the system either
with a simple phone call, or with a traditional computer connection. In the latter case,
the user is free to choose a speech input/output, a keyboard input with a visual output,
or a combination of both.

Intelligent dialogue systems need to keep track of many of the user’s characteristics,
in order to handle a real time dialogue. In addition to information on the evolution of the
disease and the treatment, for instance, the user’s goals and beliefs about the medical
treatment will be needed for the system to be able to better promote, justify or reinforce
the particular piece of advice that it gives. Also, the history of the past interactions
with the system will give information on what to ask and what to talk about the next
time round. For example, if the user had said he would try to stop smoking, the system
may want to check whether the plan had been implemented, and if not, give some more
motivation for the user to start doing so.

Generally speaking, when producing intelligent dialogue systems, many phenom-
ena have to be taken into account. These can be broadly divided into high level and low
level phenomena. The former include very general notions like the goals of the dialogue
participants, or the strategies for producing persuasive messages, and so on, which are
assumed to be independent both of the language and on the output medium. The latter
include what it takes to actually produce the single message, like the grammar of the
language to use, whether to use speech or text, and so on. These low level issues may be
important in adaptation too. For instance the system can try to use the user’s vocabulary
as much as possible, in order to be better understood.

In the HOMEY project, both levels are taken into account and are dealt with in
an architecture based on the concept of abstract task specification (see Fig. 2). This
structure gives information on two important aspects of what the system should do
next: the “plan” representing the high level task to be executed (such as take patient’s
measurements and make a decision on referral to the clinic), and the definitions of
the objects involved in this plan (such as, “heart”, “blood pressure”, “measurement
devices”, etc.), together with the relationships among them, that come from a “domain
ontology”, that is a conceptual representation of the domain.

The abstract task specification is then transformed into the high level dialogue spec-
ification. The main purpose of this specification is to give some structure to the conver-
sation. The initial dialogue structure depends on the task specification. For instance, if
the plan says that a decision cannot be taken until all the patient’s measurements are
in, then the first part of the dialogue will involve asking the user to report his measure-
ments. This initial structure is however flexible, and can adapt to the way in which the
dialogue evolves. For instance, consider the following dialogue:

System: What is your heart rate?
Patient: What do you mean?

Here the user asks for clarifications before replying to the system’s question, so the
system will have a new “obligation” to fulfill, in addition to those coming from the task
specification, and has to take a decision about what to do next (typically, the obligations
coming from the user will be dealt with first).

Also, the user may take some initiative in reacting to the system’s question. For
example, consider the following dialogue:
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Fig. 15.2. Architecture of the HOMEY system

System: What is your heart rate?
Patient: My heart rate is 67,

and my blood pressure values are 90 and 120.

Here the user has anticipated a system’s question by providing more information than
requested, so the dialogue specification has to account for the fact that this sub-task has
already been accomplished, and may move on. This knowledge comes again from the
task specification, which says that two tasks (ask heart rate and ask pressure values) can
be both part of a super-task (ask patient’s measurements).

Another type of task that can be included in the plan concerns checking on the
user’s lifestyle, and perhaps reinforcing some of the recomendations coming from the
physician’s goals. This can lead to dialogues like the following:

System: Are you still swimming two times a week?
Patient: Yes.
System: Are you still smoking?
Patient: Yes, 5 cigarettes per day.
System: You should stop smoking.

The examples above show how dialogues might occur in the setting where the user
contacts the system via telephone. In these cases the system will typically output a
single new move at a time, e.g. a question. In the multi-modal context, the output could
be one or more HTML forms, where several questions are presented, and where, if the
user has asked for both voice and visual output, VoiceXML will utter the first question
on the form, while the language model will enable the user to answer any question on
the form in the preferred order.
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The system has been evaluated in two Italian hospitals with a hypertension unit, in
two studies. The first one involved fictitious patients, that is a number of volunteers who
were assigned a disease profile. This study was mainly done to assess the usability of the
system. In the second study, the aim was to assess whether using the system would ac-
tually make some difference to the health of the patients. A clinical trial was performed,
where about 300 patients of the units were assigned randomly to two groups, only one
of which using the (telephone based) HOMEY system. The average blood pressure of
the two groups of patients was measured before and after the period under observation.
While both groups had a significant decrease in blood pressure, the statistical results
suggest a trend whereby the group of patients using the system had a greater systolic
pressure decrease than the other group. From the point of view of the user’s satisfaction,
the evaluation was also successful, as it is testified by the fact that, even after the trial
was completed, there is still a good number of patients that decided to continue to use
the system to report their data.

An extension to the system is currently being investigated [57] in which the user
model is enhanced based on three theories of behaviour change: the Social Cognitive
Theory, the Health Action Process Approach [5, 67], and the already mentioned Stages
of Change Model.

15.6 Evaluation and Uptake

We now return to the issue of how we evaluate adaptive or personalised healthcare in-
formation systems. Before we do so, however, it is worth mentioning that, typically,
systems are first designed based on a requirements analysis: this is where the designers
of the system spend time with both the expert and the intended users to elicit require-
ments for the system. This stage is an important aspect of usability engineering for any
system. (See Chapter 24 of this book [32] for more information on Usability engineer-
ing.). For healthcare information systems researchers have used various techniques for
this, including applying knowledge acquisition techniques to elicit expert knowledge
of healthcare communication [66], and studying doctor-patient interaction in a natural
setting [16].

Once a system designed and implemented, evaluation is crucial. We need to consider
what it is that we are trying to claim for the personalised systems, and second, what
techniques we can use to demonstrate that our claims or hypotheses are valid.

Some benefits of a personalised system lie in the subjective opinions of users. Per-
haps a personalised system is preferred by users, and provides information they perceive
as more relevant. The main way we can assess this is by questionnaire, asking users to
rate or compare systems (e.g., [54]), or by simply monitoring actual uptake/use of the
systems if freely available.

However, often we will be trying to influence things such as the patient’s under-
standing of their condition, anxiety levels, level of compliance, willingness to take a
test, or even their state of health (mental or physical). If a system is developed to af-
fect these things then they naturally need to be measured in the evaluation. In the Piglit
project, for example, the aim was for the patient to understand their condition better and
so feel more in control. Their preferences and their state of anxiety were thus measured.
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The HOMEY project was concerned more with improving the patient’s ability to man-
age their own care, and hence the patient’s blood pressure was measured, as a measure
indicating good self-management for the relevant condition.

Both example projects used randomised clinical trials to measure the benefits of
the system. Patients are randomly assigned to one of two (or more) interventions (e.g.,
personalised system versus non-personalised) and then appropriate measures are taken
relating to the system goals. These measures, as we have seen, can be anything from
the objective and concrete blood pressure readings to the patient’s perception of infor-
mation relevance. Differences in results between groups can be measured for statistical
significance, and we can attempt to explain these differences as due to the different
interventions.

While randomised trials are the gold standard for evaluation in the medical domain,
we can question their utility from the perspective of the Computer Science researcher.
Randomised trials are difficult to design, very expensive and time consuming to run,
and, for information systems, interpreting the results is often difficult, mostly because
there might be many factors outside the system itself that can affect the results. This
may explain why results have often been negative or insignificant, and is not always
possible to draw clear conclusions (see [65] for a discussion of negative results). Even
for positive results, it may be hard to know where exactly to attribute the differences,
as the differences between intervention groups is rarely reducible to one single factor.
In Piglit, for example, the total content available to patients and the starting point for
the navigation (medical record) was different. Yet, randomised trials are being used
routinely in the medical domain, and researchers have been able to use them to draw
conclusions on the benefit of various treatments, or to obtain information on the impact
of various information methods (e.g., web vs non-web, tailored vs generic, etc.) [73, 68].

More such trials are in fact both planned and in progress (e.g., [27, 22]). As a com-
munity, adaptive hypermedia researchers may need to learn from medical researchers
to be able to better evaluate the effectiveness of their systems. One issue will always
remain, though: that of the cost involved and the need for large numbers of users. This
is not always practical. At first glance it may appear that, for web based systems, the
experimenter has access to a large pool of potential users at low cost – users could be
recruited (e.g., by email) and allocated randomly between two or more systems. How-
ever, in most cases these users would not be truly representative of the target user group,
and it may prove hard to maintain contact with the users over an extended period.

While randomised trials will always be needed in this area, and are necessary when
it is the (long term) health of the user we are aiming to improve, alternative methods of
evaluation should also be considered. Less expensive and time consuming methods can
be used to measure usability, learning and memory, while user preferences can perhaps
best be measured both through questionnaires and by looking at actual uptake and use
(as in HOMEY). If we can make two different systems available to patients, the one
that they choose and continue to use is clearly the preferred one.

This brings us to the question of how we get these systems accepted and used in
practice. This is partly, but not just, a question of demonstrating their benefits. There is a
huge range of obstacles to changing healthcare practice (see [37] for a brief discussion).
Some of this relates to healthcare as a monolithic institution, somewhat resistant to
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change, with many stakeholders. However, other obstacles appear when we consider
how to change the way information is communicated. Healthcare is an area where trust
and privacy are of key importance. Healthcare information must be trusted, come from
and validated by reliable sources, and automatically generated adapted information may
not meet that criteria, or may not be seen as meeting that criteria. Patient information
must be protected and not accessible outside the healthcare team, so even the implicit
information available in a seen-over-the-shoulder personalised page of information may
result in patient trust being compromised and uptake of a personalised system being
reduced. For practical uptake, it is often the apparently trivial issues, like how to find
a quiet and private corner of the waiting room for an information point, that prove the
hardest to satisfy.

15.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have looked at the issue of using adaptive techniques to provide
health information and education. We have argued that these techniques show great
promise and may open new horizons in this domain, with potential for significant im-
provements over non-tailored information material. We also described some of the chal-
lenges that arise in this domain, in particular issues of trust and privacy, problems of
acquiring and constantly updating the user model required to provide sophisticated tai-
loring, and the cost and difficulty of evaluation. Yet, it remains an exciting domain,
one in which, on the one hand, even simple techniques can already bring real benefits
and impact, and, on the other hand, new challenges arise. We note, in fact, that there
is a growing interest in health applications, in particular for health information systems
(e.g., [9, 10, 36, 34, 1]), not only to educate patients but also to assist health profession-
als (e.g., [28, 53], to promote better communication both amongst health professionals
and between patients and their health care team, and, finally, to provide diagnostic tools
and assist in health care provision [21, 23]. Further research is required to assist in these
goals and provide systems capable of facilitating this communication and adapting ap-
propriately to the context, at all the required levels.
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